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Two-phase annular flow in vertical pipes is one of the most common and important flow regimes in fluid mechanics,

particularly in the field of building drainage systems where discharges to the vertical pipe are random and the flow is

unsteady. With the development of experimental techniques and analytical methods, the understanding of the

fundamental mechanism of the annular two-phase flow has been significantly advanced, such as liquid film development,

evolution of the disturbance wave, and droplet entrainment mechanism. 
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1. Fundamental Understanding of the Liquid Film

For an annular two-phase flow in a vertical pipe, the peripheral liquid film generally includes ripple and disturbance waves

and acts as a thin wall for the gaseous core flow with entrained drops, as shown in Figure 1. Annular flow gets stable

when the fluid has higher effective viscosity (molecular and turbulent viscosity) in the core region and lower viscosity fluid

in the annulus . Several definitions are frequently used in the field to describe the flow, such as instantaneous film

thickness, the average thickness of base film/substrate, average film thickness, and local maximum thickness. The liquid

film thickness is determined by the piping system configuration and the flow conditions such as the liquid flow rate, fluid

(gas/liquid) properties, and flow directions. The average liquid film thickness has been well documented in previous

research and new understandings of the mechanism have been reported in the recent two decades due to the advanced

experimental methods and techniques.

Figure 1. Structure of a typical two-phase annular flow in vertical pipe showing the disturbance waves, ripple waves, liquid

film, and entrained droplets.

Film thickness distribution captured directly from LIF results  (Figure 2) is found similar across a wide range of

flow conditions, although the absolute film thickness changes significantly. The average film thickness and the fluctuation

of film thickness decreased with gas flow velocity and increased with the liquid flow velocity and the relationship between

the average film thickness and the roughness is determined by the liquid and gas flows . Zhao et al.  collected high-

frequency film thickness data of a gas-liquid annular flow and found the film variation along the axial direction was not

significant (within ±10% of average values). The development of the average thickness was only near the inlet, i.e., up to

L/D=20 (Re  = 211) and L/D=25 (Re  = 603). Prior to becoming fully developed, the film decelerates first to a local

maximum thickness and then accelerates again to become thinner.
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Figure 2. Film thickness distribution conducted from BBLIF .

It is well understood that the film thickness generally decreases with the decrease in the liquid superficial velocity and

increases in the gas superficial velocity . The liquid film was reported to have 3-D structures

with a large height fluctuation in circumferential and axial directions, and a meandering path between the maximum height

around the circumference . This fluctuation is mainly caused by the non-uniform generation of the ripple wave and

disturbance waves. This difference in film thickness in circumferential directions was also observed from LIF results 

conductive probe measurements . It was found that the average length of the disturbance waves was similar to the

pipe diameter and independent of the gas/liquid superficial velocities .

A good agreement between the Nusselt’s predictions and experimental velocity profiles was found at low liquid Reynolds

number and significant differences between the measured and Nusselt’s predicted profiles were reported in wavy

turbulent films, i.e., high Reynolds number . The measured average film thickness data (PLIF) agreed well with

previous experimental data and was compared with Nusselt’s theory . The visualization results also proved the

existence of recirculation zones in front of disturbance waves . Like the velocity profiles within the wavy film, the film

thickness was well-described by the Nusselt flow predictions at low Re , while with increasing Re , the film thickness was

increasingly underpredicted by the theory, but with good agreement with Mudawwar and El-Masri’s semi-empirical

turbulence model .

Vassallo  conducted a near-wall measurement of velocity in the liquid film using a hot-film probe. A modified law of the

wall was suggested for annular two-phase flows near the transition regime when the film was thicker. Muñoz-Cobo et al.

 focused on the effect of the liquid surface tension in vertical annular flow by having different amounts of 1-butanol in

the fluid. Reducing the surface tension leads to a reduction in the intermolecular cohesion forces, easier entrainment of

the small droplets from the wave peaks and a decrease in the wave amplitude.

2. Disturbance Wave Characteristics

Based on the experimental and numerical results, Fan et al.  reported the main progress of wave evolution, i.e.,

generation and development of initial waves, coalescence of initial disturbance waves into large-scale waves, and

acceleration of waves with further stable propagation. They also found that the waves generated slow and fast ripples on

their rear slopes and droplet entrainment started from the disruption of fast ripples. The disturbance waves were observed

only when the liquid film Reynolds numbers exceeded the critical value . Dao and Balakotaiah  investigated the

occlusion of falling film in a vertical pipe with glycerine. The experimental results reported a good correlation between the

liquid Reynolds number, the Kapitza number, and the Bond number. Han et al.  studied the effects of gas flow on the

disturbance wave in the annular flow. With a constant liquid flow rate, an increase in the gas mass flow rate resulted in a

series of changes in the wave characteristics, i.e., decreased wave spacing and increased wave frequency, slightly

decreases in wave base height, peak height, and the mean film thickness. They also reported a much more significant

increase in the liquid velocity from the base area to the wavy area with an approximate ratio of 1:14.

Alekseenko et al.  reported quantitative studies of the disturbance wave focusing on its spatial and temporal

evolution. Three different regions were defined in the liquid film: the crests of disturbance waves, where the fast ripples

existed; the back slopes of disturbance waves, where the slow ripples were generated and their properties gradually

changed with increasing distance from the crests; and the base film, where the properties of slow ripples had stabilized

values. Rapid changes in the film flow parameters, including the thickness, disturbance wave velocity, and frequency,

were found within the first 50 tube diameters . The disturbance waves were found to appear and to achieve the stable

circumferential distribution at 5–10 pipe diameters from the injection and this coherence gradually strengthened

downstream .
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The identification of the flow pattern and the pressure gradient was determined by the characteristics and behaviours of

the interfacial wave , and its orientation has significant impacts on the flow identification and pressure gradient.

Pressure drop in a downward co-current annular flow measured by Hajiloo et al.  suggested that at a fixed gas

Reynolds number, a large increase in interfacial friction accompanied a decrease in tube diameter and existing

correlations were unsuccessful for the present data.

3. Correlations of the Film Thickness

Klyuev and Solov’eva  developed a mathematical model for the annular flow, which showed the increase in void

fraction resulted in decreases in the average film thickness and the average liquid velocity. Belt et al.  improved the

Wallis correlation by correcting the film roughness, which was assumed as four times the mean film thickness. The new

sand-grain roughness was found proportional to the wave height and can be estimated using the roughness density. The

transient behaviour model  and critical friction factor model  were developed to estimate the averaged film

thicknesses. The calculated results were agreed to within 20% of the experimental measurements. The liquid film at the

top was found significantly different from those at the lower axial positions , which had a distinctly different slope from

the published correlations and theoretical predictions, and hence suggested a potential change in the film structure in

large-scale pipes.

4. The Void Fraction of Annular Two-Phase Flow

The void fraction is the fraction of the gaseous phase to the total volume of the channel, which is generally between 0.65

and 0.98. Godbole et al.  conducted a comprehensive literature review of the void fraction correlations and

experimental results in the early years of upward two-phase flow. Most area-averaged void fraction had an increasing

trend along the axial direction and decreased after a maximum value of around 80–100 diameters downstream .

However, the decrease in void fraction in the vertical downward annular flow was also observed in some conditions which

was a result of the kinematic shock phenomenon. Alves et al.  developed a three-field two-phase flow model to

simulate the transient annular flow in vertical pipes with a slight tendency of underprediction. Smith et al.  proposed a

one-dimensional interfacial area transport equation (IATE) using measurements of local void fraction, interfacial area

concentration, and interface velocity of an upward annular flow in a large pipe. The dependence of mixture density on the

void fraction and correlations based on the slip ratio and drift flux model were analysed .
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